
Force and Motion
5.1 Force
1. Two or more forces are shown on the objects below. Draw and label the net force i., .

2. Two or more forces are shown on the objects below. Draw and label the net force {*.

5.2 A Short Catalog of Forces

5.3 ldentifying Forces
Exercises 3-8: Follow the six-step procedure of Tactics Box 5,2 to identify and name all the forces acting
on the object.

3. An elevator suspended by a cable is descending at constant velocity.
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5-2 cHAPTER 5 . Force and Motion

4. A car on a very slippery icy road is sliding headfirst into a snowbank, where it gently comes to rest

with no one injured. (Question: What does "very slippery" imply?) 
e.

l. Sus{ce, : Ccrr

Environm.** : Roqd, S"ro-bo^L
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5. A compressed spring is pr,rshing a block across a rough horizontal table.
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6. A brick is falling from the roof of a three-story building.
{. Ft; I
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Blocks A and B are connected by a string passing over a

pLrlley. Block B is falling and dragging block A across a

fi'ictionless table. Analyze block A.
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A rocket is launched at a 30o angle. Air resistance is not negligible.
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5.4 What Do Forces Do? A Virtual Experiment

9. The figure shows an acceleration-versus-force graph for an
object of mass rz. Data have been plotted as individual
points, and a line has been drawn through the points.

Draw and label, directly on the figure, the acceleration-
versus-force graphs for objects ofmass

a.2m b.0.5m

Use triangles A to show four points for the object of mass
2m,lhen draw a line through the points. Use squares I for
the object of mass 0.5n.

I 0. A constant force applied to object A causes A to accelerate- ,) ^,at 5 rn/s-. The sarne force applied to object B causes an

acceleration of 3 m/s2. Applied to object C, it causes an

acceleration of 8 rn/s2.

a. Which object has the largest mass? B
b. Which object has the smallest mass? C
c. What is the ratio of mass A to mass B? (malmy) = 3 /S

c
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123,1
Folce (rubber bands)

F

I l. A constant force applied to an object causes the object to accelerate at l0 rnls2. What will the accelera-

1"ilJil::n:,Ti:'ros (= *) b rhe mass is doutrred? 5$(=fl)
c. The force is do,bled and tl're rnass is doubled? S-":lg, lO. + [= *)
d. Tlre force is cioubted and tl'rc rnass is haived? tOn/ie (=+*)

12. A constant force applied to an object causes the object to accelerate at 8 m/s2. What will the accelera-

c. Tlre force is halved andthe mass is halved?
b. The mass

'.r? 8 t/saffl"E"ffaj
I li! i:::: i: ffi[:: xi:i7ff:: i: ri",T:,'tri;'ffi i

5.5 Newton's Second Law

13. Forces are shown on two objects. For each:

a. Draw and label the net force vector. Do this right on the figure.

b. Below the figure, draw and Iabel the object's acceleration vector.

tion of this object be if
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5-4 cHepreR 5 . Force and Motion

14. Forces are shown on two objects. For each:

a. Draw and label the net force vector. Do this right on the figure.

b. Below the figure, draw and label the object's acceleration vector.

F-
)
o

1 5. In the figures below, one force is missing. Use the given direction of acceleration to determine the
missing force and draw it on the object. Do all work directly on the figure.
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16. Below are two motion diagrams for a particle. Draw and label the net force vector atpoint2.
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17. Below are two motion diagrams for a particle. Draw and label the net force vector atpoint2.
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5,6 Newton's First Law

18. Ifan object is at rest, can you conclude that there are no forces acting on it? Explain.

No. Tht obi"di s{qte. uf "..st o',lv t"tls uS

qbo,,r* it* ""t fo".a. or vsctoc sviwr of *he'

fo..os. w!.i"h *wt b" zr.;,:o. TL"F'^"1 b"
,r

a"ry nr*rnbt-f "f co','nttf - Lolcntitt3 foccss'

19. Ifaforceisexertedonanobject,isitpossibleforthatobjecttobemovingwithconstantvelocity?
Explain.

Tf lhr,rQ. is a d fo..o .on .'lh" ".bi"d, i+
hv\st hcrvc o\ cf,-onninq vJoc',ty v".tJ". nn"
ob3cc* wilt rnovo of --'is*.^t vclo.i*y if *hr-

vclor s\^w\ of *[,., for.,,s oclit3 ov1 i+
is Zcro.
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20. A hollow tube forms three-quarters of a circle. It is lying
flat on a table. A ball is shot through the tube at high speed,

As the ball emerges from the other end, does it follow path

A, path B, or path C? Explain your reasoning.

Jh" b^lt will Foltow s^*1" C.
AS+cr leo.ri,nq *hc- *lbc. *hQ. b"tl
no lor^orc. is-i"^ .ot'to..t 'wiiln {hq
walt ;+ $.e- l.^t" s".1. wi{\ no
ncl focco - will con{in,.re. in q.

slroi 5ht 'li".o.
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21. Which, if either, of the objects shown below is in equilibrium? Explain your reasoning.

Thc orloovr "b'-ot 
A is not

in c\uiti[ri;. lFal )lF,l 
,

So *htre i s o' nqt lownwqrd
forec o", A.

22. Two forces are shown on the objects below. Add a third force ,E, that will cause the object to be in
equilibrium.

r,rl

Fe

fir

Obiat B is in eq\^ilibriuwl.
Tht- vtctof s\^m 'of fotce's

i,*i"+F.=o.

23. Are the following inertial reference frames? Answer Yes or No.

a. A car driving at steady speed on a straight and level road.

b.A car driving at steady speed up a l0' incline.

c. A car speeding up after leaving a stop sign.

d.A car driving at steady speed around a curve.

e. A hot air balloon rising straight up at steady speed.

f. A skydiverjust after leaping out ofa plane.

g. The space shuttle orbiting the earth.
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5.7 Free-Body Diagrams

Exercises 24-29:
. Draw a picture and identifu the forces, then
. Draw a complete free-body diagram for the objegt, following each of the steps given in Tactics Box 5.3.

Be sure to think carefully about the direction of 4*
Note: Draw individual force vectors with a black or blue pencil or pen. Draw the net force vector.{r,
with a red pencil or pen.

24. Aheavy crate is being lowered straight down at a constant speed by a steel cable.
-5'- -

Tcrnsion T

:$

25. A boy is pushing a box across the floor at a steadily increasing speed. Let the box be "the system" for
analysis.

I F.;;t t;; r;;

is negligible, but air resistance is not.
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27. You've slammed on your car brakes while going down a hill. You're skidding to a halt.
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A bicycle is speeding up down a hill. Friction
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28. You are going to toss a rock straight up into the air by placing it on the palm of your hand (you're not
gripping it), then pushing your hand up very rapidly. You may want to toss an object into the air this
way to help you think about the situation. The rock is "the system" of interest.

a. As you hold the rock at rest on your paim, before moving your hand.

s
Lt=OA.

g#ii*frff
NgiS\.* FS

b. As your hand is moving up but before the rock leaves your hand.

Or^ffd^P'i.
b&r5h+ i

1
J
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c. One-tenth ofa second after the rock leaves your hand.

d. After the rock has reached its highest point and is now falling straight down.

xl.*
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29. Block B hasjust been released and is
table has friction. Analyze block A. op
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